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Introduction
Phase I of the Downtown Development Plan was rooted in close collaboration with the City of Woodstock,
Oxford County, stakeholders and local residents. Throughout Phase I, a series of stakeholder interviews,
a public open house and workshop, and an online survey were used to capture the vision and aspirations
for Downtown renewal of those who live, work and play in Downtown Woodstock.
Engagement began with two days of stakeholder interviews, which focused on participants with a
vested interest in the Downtown and were facilitated as round-table discussions guided by a series of
predetermined questions. The findings of the stakeholder interviews were combined with our background
research and analysis and used to create a draft SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and
Threats) Analysis of Downtown Woodstock. The draft SWOT Analysis was presented at a subsequent open
house/workshop where members of the community were invited to review and comment on the identified
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats, and encouraged to add their own ideas if they felt
anything was not adequately captured.
The comments and suggestions raised during the stakeholder interviews, public consultation session, and
online survey have been analyzed and used to refine and enhance the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities
and threats presented in this report. The comments and input collected have also been used to draft a
vision statement and a series of objectives that will guide the ongoing renewal of the Downtown.

Engagement Approach
Stakeholder Interviews
A series of initial stakeholder interviews were held
on May 8, 2019 at the Woodstock Art Gallery, with a
number of follow-up interviews at City Hall on May
16, 2019. The interviews took place over the course
of the day with key representatives from various
groups present to share and discuss their thoughts
on Downtown renewal.
The groups that participated included:
//

//

//
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City/County Departments (CAO, Planning,
Economic Development, Culture, Building,
Engineering, Parks and Recreation,
Transit)
Downtown Business Representatives
(BIA, Chamber of Commerce, Economic
Development, Small Business Centre
Accessibility Advisory Committee

//
//

//
//

Fanshawe College Student Group
Cultural Interest Groups (Oxford Tourism,
Public Library Board, Museum Advisory
Committee, Heritage Advisory and Art
Gallery Board of Directors)
Local Developers/Business Owners
Mayor and Council

The interviews were structured as round-table
discussions, and included an introduction to the
project, an overview of the study area, and a semistructured group discussion around renewing
Downtown Woodstock based on a series of
predetermined and group-specific questions. The
feedback received from the stakeholder interviews
was combined with our initial background review
and analysis and used to create a draft SWOT
Analysis that reflects the current climate in
Downtown Woodstock.
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260 participants
total!

Stakeholder Interviews - 80 participants
Workshop/Open House - 60 participants
Survey - 120 participants

Vision and SWOT Analysis Open House/Workshop held on June18, 2019

Vision and SWOT Analysis Open House/
Workshop
The City and the Consultant Team hosted a Vision
and SWOT Analysis Open House/Workshop on June
18, 2019 at the Woodstock Museum. The objective
of the open house/workshop was to introduce the
project, present the draft SWOT Analysis, and work
with participants to refine and augment the SWOT
Analysis to reflect their issues/concerns. Based
on the draft SWOT Analysis, a series of possible
strategies were also presented for consideration,
though it was stressed that this level of detail will
be the focus of the next public workshop.
From 3-5pm, the Consultant Team hosted an
Open House which allowed participants to drop-in,
review the draft SWOT Analysis, draft objectives
and potential strategies on a series of display
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boards, and provide their comments to a member
of the Consultant Team. Following this, from
5-7pm, a hands-on working session was held
to solicit in-depth feedback on the strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities and threats that define
Downtown Woodstock. The workshop began with a
presentation by the Consultant Team, including:
//
//

//
//
//

Introduction (Study Team, Study Overview,
Study Timeline, Study Area)
Background Review (Policy Analysis,
Walking Tours, Stakeholder Meetings,
SWOT Analysis)
Draft Objectives
Potential Strategies
Wrap-Up and Next Steps

The presentation can be found on the project
website at www.letstalkwoodstock.ca
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Following the presentation, participants worked
in small groups to complete a series of activities,
including:
Activity 1 - Vision Statement
The groups were directed to discuss their vision for
a renewed Downtown Woodstock. Using the ideas
generated, groups where asked to prepare a draft
Vision Statement that describes what it looks like,
how it feels, what shops and services exist, etc.
in order to complete the statement “Downtown
Woodstock is…”
Activity 2 - SWOT
To help us better understand the strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities, and threats that define
Downtown Woodstock, groups were asked to
discuss the draft SWOT Analysis and identify any
additional strengths, weaknesses, opportunities
and threats that are important to them. They were
then asked to select the five elements that they
felt were most important for this study to consider,
and to prioritize them from 1 to 5. For each of the
priorities, groups were asked to explain how each
element can help achieve their Vision Statement.
Activity 3 - Additional Thoughts
Groups were given the chance to provide any
additional considerations they think should be
explored in the Downtown Development Plan,
including other downtown areas that they have
visited and feel could be valuable precedents for
this project.

What we heard
Facade and Signage
Guidelines

Attractive
Bright

Night Life

Make downtown friendly
and people-oriented

Sketchy

Museum Square
Programming and
Events

Happening
Authentic to history
and character

Shops
Accessible
Vibrant
Business Hub
Inclusive

Cultural Hub

Future-Proof
Preserve character
and heritage

Safety
Vacancies
Diverse

Sustainability

Providing two opportunities for feedback (open
house/workshop) ensured interested participants
were able to provide feedback regardless of the
time they had available.
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Online Survey
For those who could not attend the open house/
workshop, or for those who had additional
feedback to provide, an online survey was added
to the project website (www.letstalkwoodstock.ca).
The survey provided a series of questions to elicit
input on the Downtown, with participants able to
select from a number of predetermined answers
(or to provide additional comments in an ‘other’
field).

Question 1
What is most important to you in a renewed
Downtown? (115 responses)

67% A mix of businesses and servicing
55% Safety and Inclusivity for all
49% A year round destination

Questions included:
//
//
//
//
//

What is most important to you in a
renewed Downtown?
Why do you come to Downtown?
What are your favorite places to visit
Downtown?
What types of businesses/activities would
you like to see in the Downtown?
How can Downtown be more welcoming
and accessible to everyone?

In total, 120 responses were collected as part of
the online survey. The most common responses
included:

47% More events and programming
39% Street cleaning and garbage removal
30% More people living Downtown
30% A vibrant and bustling nightlife
26% Promoting Woodstock’s history
22% Improvements to Museum Square
20% Improved cycle routes
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Question 2
Why do you come to Downtown Woodstock?
(115 responses)

Question 3
What are your favourite places to visit Downtown?
(108 responses)

78% Services

78% Restaurants, bars, cafes

45% Banking and bill payments

45% Shops and services

38% Culture

38% Farmers market

25% Restaurant and shopping

25% Theatre

23% I live Downtown

23% Art gallery

16% Festivals and events

17% Victoria Park

10% I work Downtown

15% Museum Square

7% Downtown is unsafe

10% Museum
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Question 4
What types of new businesses/activities would you
like to see in the Downtown? (114 responses)

Question 5
How can Downtown be more welcoming and
accessible to everyone? (114 responses)

72% Specialty shops

56% More convenient parking

72% A vibrant and bustling nightlife

51% Increased police presence

59% Sidewalk patios

47% Public washrooms

54% More festivals, events, programming

40% Snow removal

47% Music and performance Space

37% Shade and weather protection

45% High end restaurants

31% Barrier-free streets and buildings

41% Year round destination

25% Specialized programming

28% Bars and night clubs

21% More crosswalks

27% Pop-up shops

18% Improved signage and wayfinding

27% Local retail
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What We’ve Learned
Over the past decade, a significant amount of
studies have been completed with a focus on
the renewal of Downtown Woodstock, including
both policy updates and design studies. A
comprehensive city-wide SWOT Analysis was
completed as part of the Community Strategic
Plan, and a more focused SWOT Analysis was
undertaken as part of the Central Area Design
Study. Rather than replicate the findings of these
studies, the SWOT Analysis for the Downtown
Development Plan reflects ongoing discussions
with City Staff, stakeholders and residents, and
represents the items that are of the greatest

A draft SWOT Analysis was developed based on
the stakeholder interviews, in-situ analysis, and a
thorough review of existing policies and reports.
The draft SWOT Analysis aimed to synthesize the
findings of the study to-date in an easily digestible
format. It was presented to the public for review
and comment on June 18th, 2019. Where new
and additional feedback was received, it has been
incorporated into the refined SWOT Analysis below
(and on the pages that follow).

Strengths

Weaknesses

//
//

//
//
//

//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
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importance to those who live, work and play in
Downtown Woodstock.

Population projected to increase
Historic downtown buildings and
attractive public realm
People working in the Downtown
Downtown is the primary destination of
Woodstock
Cultural presence in the Downtown
A number of festivals and events to draw
people Downtown
Existing plans and policies prioritize
Downtown development and renewal
City-owned buildings and parking lots
Funding available for new development
Innovative developers and business
owners investing Downtown
New residential development

//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

No unified plan for renewal
Lack of housing options
Limited City employees to focus on
Downtown renewal
The Downtown is too long
Conflicts between various modes of
transportation
Vacancies and a lack of diverse retail
City incentives inadvertently discourage
redevelopment
Limited places for programming for
youth
Perceived as unsafe
Streets are unattractive
Streets and programming not accessible
Limited street signs and directional
signage
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Overall, the draft SWOT Analysis was well received, with the
majority of participants noting that most of their key issues/
concerns had been captured. This was further strengthened
through the formal workshop activities which generally
reinforced the findings to-date.

Opportunities

Threats

//
//
//

//

//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

Create a unique look and feel
Develop a safer and inclusive Downtown
Promote the elements that define
Woodstock
Celebrate culture and heritage
Create a more focused and compact
Downtown
Direct additional staff resources toward
Downtown renewal
Create an active and diverse Downtown
environment
Identify simple projects that could have a
large impact
Increase residents through new housing
options
Capitalize on existing momentum
Vacancies offer space for specialty retail,
targeted businesses and entrepreneurs
Innovative approaches to attract
businesses
Provide more free events
Create a ‘catalytic’ project or
programming on City-owned property
Reinforce Museum Square as the heart
of Downtown
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//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

Construction is more challenging
in a Downtown setting
Resources for Downtown renewal may
be limited
Revitalization projects may not be
funded/realized
Ad-hoc Downtown projects
Competition from other nearby
Downtowns
Competition from big box stores
Some businesses may prefer to locate
outside the Downtown
Retail trends are impacting the viability
of traditional Downtowns
Overcoming the stigma that Downtown
is unsafe
Significant uptake on funding incentives
may provide a financial burden
Lack of funding for successful pilot
projects
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Strengths
Population projected to steadily increase over the
next 20 years.
By 2046, Oxford County is expected to grow in
population by 47,200 people. Studies have predicted
substantial growth in the County, driven largely
by people from the Greater Golden Horseshoe
relocating to Oxford. The distribution of population
is not expected to shift substantially, with most of
the growth concentrated in the City of Woodstock
(23,910 people by 2046). To date, this influx of new
residents has and will continue to help drive new
and innovative businesses.
Historic downtown buildings and attractive public
realm.
Downtown Woodstock has a strong fabric of 2 to
3-storey main street buildings, including all of
its original civic and institutional buildings (City
Hall, the Museum and Museum Square, the Old
County Jail, the County Courthouse, the County
Registry Building, Central Public School, and the
Public Library). These historic buildings, including
a National Historic Site of Canada (Museum),
combined with significant landscaping and
planters, give Downtown Woodstock a consistent
scale and a welcoming and attractive appearance.
A large number of people working in the
Downtown.
There is a bustling employment base that provides
activity during business hours. The location of
both City Hall and the Oxford County Offices in
the Downtown play a significant role in drawing
people and activity Downtown. In addition, there
are a number of businesses in the Downtown that
employ local residents and are open throughout
the day. The ongoing re-envisioning of existing
spaces, such as the use of the Small Business
Centre as a work space, will further enhance
employment activity Downtown.
Downtown is the primary destination in
Woodstock.
A variety of essential shops and services are
concentrated in the Downtown, including
10

restaurants, banks, health services and other
anchor uses. These are supported by a strong
foundation of open spaces, including Museum
Square and Victoria Park. With direct transit
access, the Downtown is the predominant
destination for many residents looking to fulfill
their daily needs.
The museum, art gallery and library provide a
cultural presence in the Downtown.
Existing cultural facilities such as the museum, art
gallery, library, and theatre create a strong cultural
presence in the Downtown and provide physical
space to accommodate a range of cultural events
and programming. The central location of these
buildings provide a strong Downtown anchor, while
allowing good synergies in programming.
A number of festivals and events to draw people
Downtown.
Existing festivals and events provide a good
foundation of programming, including Streetfest,
Art in the Park, and the weekly summer Farmers
Market at Museum Square. An increase in private
programming (i.e. outdoor yoga) at Museum
Square has been drawing good participation.
Existing plans and policies prioritize Downtown
development and renewal.
On a number of important fronts, the City has
done an excellent job of implementing the
recommendations of a number of studies through
the County Official Plan and other means. As
a result, current plans and policies prioritize
Downtown development and renewal. These plans
encourage development Downtown by prioritizing
retail businesses (County Official Plan), providing
funds for facade improvements (CIP), and/or
encouraging a Pedestrian Predominant Area
(County Official Plan) to concentrate Downtown
investment.
Multiple City-owned buildings and parking lots in
the Downtown.
The City owns multiple properties at key locations
within the Downtown. This includes a series of
buildings that have been recently purchased
City of Woodstock Downtown Development Plan

(formerly the Dairy Capital and adjacent building)
and parking lots located behind City Hall and the
County offices. The strategic location of these
buildings adjacent to Museum Square provide
opportunities for strong synergies.
Substantial City funding available for new
development in the Downtown.
There is substantial funding available through the
CIP with annual re-funding. The City’s development
incentives are very attractive to Downtown
investors and have resulted in more than $10
million in new investment and the creation of
over 140 new residential units. These incentives
include the waiving of development charges for
development within the Downtown and other
incentives such as a tax grant back program,
residential conversion and intensification program,
and grants in lieu of permit fees. Funding through
the CIP also includes a mixture of loans and
grants to address facade improvements, and the
replacement and repair of street-facing elements,
such as awnings, lighting, and signage.
Innovative developers and business owners
investing Downtown.
There are many forward-thinking investors
(developers and business owners) that are
renovating building and developing within the
Downtown. By starting new businesses and
business ventures in the Downtown, there is a
strong core of new and complementary businesses
emerging. Furthermore, a number of recent hires
in key Downtown positions (such as the BIA) are
bringing new and innovative ideas forward.
New residential development is bringing
additional residents to the Downtown.
New development, including the addition and
conversion of second-storey units, is starting
to bring additional residents to the Downtown
which will not only help to create vibrancy, but will
enhance safety through casual surveillance.
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Weaknesses
No unified plan for the renewal of the Downtown.
There are multiple plans, policies and studies
related to Downtown Renewal. As a result, there is
a multitude of recommendations for the Downtown
but a lack of prioritization and/or a clear vision
for new development. As a result, many of the
recommendations have not been implemented,
or have not produced immediate results, and
Downtown projects can feel like a series of one-off
efforts rather than a continued investment.
There is a lack of housing options in the
Downtown.
A lack of housing options limits regular traffic to
the Downtown, particularly in the evening when the
employment population vacates. Where housing
is provided, rent is well above average market
rent for the City and is therefore unaffordable to
many residents. For visitors, there are is a limited
amount of hotel spaces available in close proximity
to the Downtown.
Limited City employees to focus on Downtown
renewal.
The City of Woodstock has limited staff resources
to focus on Downtown renewal. This includes City
Hall, the BIA, and other related institutions (i.e.
the library, the art gallery, and the museum). As
a result, these groups struggle to be proactive
about enhancing the Downtown experience, and
promoting valuable tools and resources (i.e. CIP
incentives, the Small Business Centre, etc.).
The Downtown is too long to provide a continuous
experience.
The length of the Downtown hinders walkability
and concentrated uses. Both the Commercial
Policy Review and the Central Area Design Study
recommended reducing the size of the Downtown
to focus on a Pedestrian Predominant Area. While
this has been implemented into the County Official
Plan, there have been limited efforts to reflect
this on the ground. The length of the Downtown
exacerbates a number of the broader issues that
impact the Downtown (i.e. vacancies, parking, etc.).
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Conflicts between various modes of transportation.
A variety of transportation modes co-exist in the
Downtown, including walking, cycling, transit,
and private vehicles (including large commercial
trucks). A lack of dedicated routes, unclear
crossings, and convenient parking (for both cars
and bikes) creates conflicts between these various
modes and the potential for accidents.
Vacancies and a lack of diverse retail in the
Downtown.
There is a significant number of vacant commercial
properties (10% within the BIA boundaries) in
the Downtown as well as a lack of diversity in the
retail uses present (i.e. not enough restaurants
and/or food stores). These vacancies undermine
a continuous retail experience in the Downtown.
Vacancies present themselves as both physical
(series of empty storefronts and/or business with
inconsistent hours) and visual (empty, rundown
buildings) barriers to attracting residents and
visitors. The types of stores and shops (i.e.
liquidation centres, pawnshops and methadone
clinic) do not attract residents and visitors to the
Downtown.
There is a perceived lack of parking in the
Downtown.
A lack of convenient on-street parking discourages
visits to the Downtown. While there are a number
of larger, City-owned lots, a lack of clear signage
and the overall length of the Downtown, makes
these lots undesirable for many (and particularly
for those with limited accessibility). This is
exacerbated by the number of vacancies noted
above, which deters people from parking and
walking to their destination.
City incentives inadvertently discourage
redevelopment.
Some absentee landlords do not maintain
properties. This includes general upkeep of the
building, but also ongoing maintenance related to
snow clearing, garbage disposal, etc. Historically,
elements of the CIP inadvertently encouraged this
by providing tax breaks for vacant storefronts in
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an attempt to assist small businesses. This policy
has recently been amended and should not have
ongoing impacts. More importantly, the current
incentives only apply to one grant per building
which undermines larger projects that require
consolidation of multiple buildings (particularly if
an incentive has already been provided).
Limited places for programming for youth in the
Downtown.
There’s a lack of places and/or programming for
youth in the Downtown. Youth will sometimes
utilize the art gallery, or some of the restaurants,
but there are limited uses that will maintain their
interest in the Downtown, particularly in the late
evening.
Downtown is perceived as ‘sketchy’ and unsafe.
There is a perceived feeling of sketchiness and
lack of safety due to the location of various uses in
the Downtown as well as the increasing presence
of homelessness and loitering, particularly
within Museum Square and outside Downtown
businesses. Specifically, there is significant
concern about the location of a Methadone Clinic
directly across from Museum Square.
Streets are unattractive due to dumping, needles
and snow.
Downtown streetscapes are unattractive due to
illegal dumping, needles and poor snow removal.
There is insufficient resources to address these
issues. The lack of snow removal deters many
residents from coming Downtown in the winter
since they cannot park and/or navigate the
sidewalks.
Streets and programming not accessible for
Persons with Disabilities.
Much of the Downtown streetscape is in a poor
state of repair. The streets are not physically
accessible to Persons with Disabilities due to a
lack of maintenance of paving materials, raised
entryways, and the location of utilities, planters
and lamp posts. Regular seating is not provided
for people with disabilities, and there are limited
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opportunities to escape the elements (i.e. shade
and shelter). In addition, Downtown programming
is often physically inaccessible or not inclusive or
specific to Persons with Disabilities.
Street signs and directional signage in the
Downtown is limited.
Directional and wayfinding signage in Downtown is
limited. This effects both visitors and residents that
are navigating around the Downtown, and makes
it difficult to locate parking, programming, and key
cultural destinations.

Opportunities
Create a unified look and feel in the Downtown.
As new projects occur Downtown, there should
be clear and strong tools in place to ensure that
buildings and public realm projects reflect a
consistent identity and character and reinforce
a clearly defined Downtown. This may include
Design Guidelines to influence the look and feel of
buildings, as well as policy amendments to limit
uses that are not conducive to a vibrant downtown
(i.e. pawn shops, payday loans, etc.).
Develop a safe and inclusive Downtown for all
ages and abilities.
Become a leader in accessibility and inclusiveness
through infrastructure upgrades, Downtown
programming, and social services. There’s an
opportunity to make Downtown Woodstock more
inclusive and accessible to people of all ages
and abilities. This may include more kid, youth
and family-oriented activities, upgrades to the
streetscapes to be more AODA compliant, spaces
and programs to address homelessness, and/or an
increased police presence to enhance safety.
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Promote the elements that define Woodstock (i.e.
Dairy Capital, Cheese Trail, etc.).
There is an opportunity to capitalize on and
promote the elements that define Woodstock and
set it apart from neighbouring municipalities.
Oxford County Tourism has a number of initiatives
that promote Woodstock throughout the province
and could benefit from greater partnerships and
participation from Downtown businesses, as well
as a more active and engaging City presence on
social media and other outreach platforms (i.e.
marketing campaigns, etc.).
Celebrate culture and heritage throughout the
Downtown.
The local culture and heritage, including the
buildings and spaces, but also the personal stories
and experiences of the residents, are what define
Woodstock. Opportunities to capture and celebrate
these elements throughout the Downtown should
be explored, including more heritage designation
and commemoration, signage, banners, strategic
lighting, walking tours, ‘Doors Open’ events, etc.
Create a more focused and compact Downtown
area.
The Downtown encompasses a very large area and
the entirety of Dundas Street does not function as
a pedestrian friendly and/or walkable destination.
Downtown renewal efforts should focus on
reinforcing and clearly defining the Pedestrian
Predominant Area. Policies to concentrate new
buildings here (i.e. prioritization and/or additional
incentives through the CIP) would help address
concerns about the many vacancies Downtown by
reducing the number of vacant storefronts between
buildings.
Direct additional staff resources toward
Downtown renewal.
Assigning existing, or finding new staff resources,
to directly oversee Downtown renewal (i.e. a Task
Force) creates accountability and a commitment
to ongoing implementation and communication
related to Downtown renewal. Dedicated staff
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resources could also focus on seeking funding,
fostering relationships and collaboration between
Downtown businesses and cultural institutions and
connecting innovative entrepreneurs with investors
to target specific uses and programming.
Create an active and diverse downtown
environment.
Targeted investment, when combined with a more
defined Pedestrian Predominant Area, could help
to create a more active and diverse downtown.
Opportunities should look to create and attract
more unique services, restaurants (with patios),
activities throughout the day and night, and more
attractive shopping options (i.e. specialty shops,
boutiques, food market) to fulfill daily needs.
Identify simple projects that could have a large
impact on the Downtown.
There are quick wins that can make a huge
impact on the Downtown with minimal costs
and resources. These projects may include
pilot projects (i.e. pop-up shops, conversion of
parking spaces for patios, etc.), more seasonal
programming/events (i.e. skating rinks, winter
festivals) to attract people Downtown year-round,
more regular cleaning of Downtown streets, or
additional signage to Downtown destinations.
Increase residents Downtown through new
housing options.
A combination of vacant/underutilized second
storeys, coupled with several vacant properties
and surface parking lots, provide the opportunity
to explore new housing options in the Downtown,
including affordable, rental and market housing.
Providing additional residents Downtown will
create vibrancy and enhance safety through casual
surveillance.
Capitalize on existing momentum to attract new
businesses.
Celebrate the ‘champions’ who are bringing new,
innovative and/or inclusive ideas to the Downtown.
This includes new business owners, as well as
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community leaders, volunteer groups, and/or City
employees. New projects in the Downtown, should
be strategically leveraged (i.e. through marketing,
partnerships, etc.) to attract complimentary users.
Vacancies offer space for specialty retail, targeted
businesses and entrepreneurs.
Vacant properties provide an opportunity for
specialty retailers that would not compete with
businesses outside of the Downtown. These
spaces could be used for pop-ups or other small
businesses Downtown. There is also an opportunity
to target a satellite campus (i.e. Fanshawe) or tech
and start-up companies, marketing Downtown
Woodstock as a place to start, relocate, expand
or grow their business in an up and coming
Downtown.
Innovative approaches to attract businesses (i.e.
Pop-Up Shops, Contests).
There are many innovative approaches to attract
businesses to the Downtown such as using pop-up
shops to support and incubate local entrepreneurs,
hosting a ‘win this space’ competition, providing
co-working and collaboration spaces, or simply a
concentrated effort to market and promote existing
incentives. Such approaches could expedite the
reduction of vacant storefronts. There may also
be opportunities for community groups, not-forprofits, and youth groups to utilize these spaces
for marketing, programming, events and business
development.
Provide more free events and programming to
draw people Downtown.
Providing free and affordable programming draws
people to the Downtown and patrons to Downtown
businesses. Opportunities to enhance the existing
Downtown programming with a range of formal
(i.e. festivals, movie nights, yoga, themed walking
tours) and informal (i.e. picnics, chess, play
areas) programming at all times of day should
be explored. Public washrooms, water stations,
and shade structures help to ensure users are
comfortable in a space throughout the day.
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Create a ‘catalytic’ project or programming on
City-owned property.
City Hall and the County office are both located in
the heart of Downtown and surrounded by public
spaces (i.e. Museum Square) and surface parking
lots. There is a significant opportunity to create a
catalytic project, or make a strategic investment, to
spark interest in the renewal of the Downtown.
Reinforce Museum Square as the heart of
Downtown.
The appropriate redevelopment of Museum
Square can create a community hub at the heart
of Downtown that accommodates a variety of
uses, while still respecting its traditional heritage
setting. Opportunities to ensure regular events
and programming at Museum Square should be
explored to make it a destination throughout the
day, and at all times of the year.

Threats
Construction is more challenging in a downtown
setting.
Downtown redevelopment is often more
challenging due to land assembly, higher
demolition costs and the cost of retrofitting
old buildings to meet building codes. Vacant
landowners and absentee landowners also
contribute to the difficulty of assembling land
and creating larger development blocks. Without
proper incentives, these elements may limit
people’s appetite to invest in the Downtown.
Resources for Downtown renewal may be limited.
The staff resources required to oversee and
implement projects related to Downtown renewal
may be limited. Without dedicated staff resources,
there is a risk that projects and strategies related
to Downtown renewal will not be implemented and/
or will not achieve the high standards needed to
enhance the Downtown.
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Without proper prioritization, revitalization
projects may not be funded/realized.
Various studies have been directed towards
Downtown renewal which has resulted in a
significant number of recommendations and
implementation measures. The results of this
study will add additional recommendations, and as
a result, there is a risk of inaction if it is not clear
where to begin and if appropriate phasing is not
provided.
Ad-hoc Downtown projects that do not reflect a
broader plan or strategy.
Without a clear and cohesive vision and strategy
for the Downtown, new projects may continue to
happen in an ad-hoc manner that does not reflect
a consistent form and character in the Downtown.
This does not only undermine a sense of place,
but can create issues related to accessibility and
inclusivity.
Competition from other nearby Downtowns.
Downtown Woodstock must compete with other
nearby Downtowns, including London, Ingersoll
and Tillsonburg. Downtowns compete for residents,
employees and visitors. It will be important
to establish an identity and brand that allows
Woodstock to stand out from the other towns
within Oxford County and the broader context.
Downtown retail must compete with big box
stores.
Downtown business owners must compete with
consumer preference toward big box stores
in the Norwich Avenue Regional Commercial
Node. It will be important to attract and retain
unique businesses, restaurants and services in
the Downtown that offer complimentary services
that encourage users to visit for the experiential
qualities.
Some businesses may prefer to locate outside the
Downtown.
Higher rents and tax rates, a perceived lack of
parking and limited residents/foot traffic may
lead to smaller businesses locating outside of the
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Downtown. Furthermore, challenges obtaining
permits and approvals in a timely fashion may
deter new businesses from locating Downtown.
Retail trends are impacting the viability of
traditional Downtowns.
Changing trends in retail are impacting the viability
of traditional Downtown retail. With retail trends
shifting from brick and mortar spaces to online
and delivery services, stand alone retail uses
are tasked with finding new ways to augment a
traditional Downtown shopping experience.
Difficulty in overcoming the stigma that Downtown
is unsafe.
There is an ongoing stigma that downtown
is unsafe and ‘sketchy’. The location of the
methadone clinic coupled with the increasing
presence of homeless people in and around
Museum Square makes many residents avoid the
Downtown. This is a feeling that has been growing
for many years in Woodstock, and it will require
a significant amount of effort and investment to
overcome it.
Significant uptake on funding incentives may
provide a financial burden.
The City provides a variety of incentives for new
and existing business owners and developers
within the Downtown, with the tax grant back
program providing the most significant draw on the
City’s reserve funds. As this is an incentive that is
distributed annually, it is difficult to evaluate the
long-term financial impacts, particularly if there is
significant uptake within a short period of time.
Lack of funding for successful pilot projects.
Programs such as MHEART provide an innovative
approach to addressing complicated urban issues,
such as homelessness and mental illness, and
are proving to have a positive impact in Downtown
Woodstock. However, as this is a pilot project, there
is a risk that funding will expire and surplus funds
will not be available to maintain a similar service.
A lack of funding for this, and other successful
pilot projects in the future, may make it more
challenging to make people feel safe and welcome
in the Downtown.
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Draft Vision and Objectives
At the open house/workshop on June 18th, participants were also tasked with discussing and defining their
vision for Downtown Woodstock, including what it looks like, how it feels, and what shops and services
exist. The draft Vision below reflects an amalgamation of the thoughts and ideas presented and will be
further refined with the community during the second public engagement event.

Vision
Downtown Woodstock is a vibrant, unique, and accessible place that is authentic to its history and
character and is welcoming and inclusive to people of all ages and abilities. The Downtown is wellconcentrated, has a unique but complimentary mix of shops and services, and presents a uniform and
attractive sense of place that will draw residents, employers and visitors from the City, throughout the
region and across the province.
Downtown will capitalize on its existing momentum to attract new and innovative shops and services, while
continuing to explore opportunities to attract and accommodate new residential projects that will allow
more people to live in the Downtown, provide a greater consumer base for local businesses, a more vibrant
nightlife, and enhance safety through casual surveillance. Engaging and well-programmed public spaces,
centered on a revitalized Museum Square, will compliment the established cultural facilities and create a
year-round hub for gatherings, events, and programming.
Collectively, these elements will ensure an economic foundation in Downtown Woodstock that is
sustainable and resilient in the short, medium and long-term.
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Vision Statement

Downtown Woodstock is
a vibrant, inclusive, and
sustainable destination for
everyone. From morning
until night, and throughout
the year.

Initial Engagement Summary (SWOT Analysis)
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Objectives
Based on our background research and analysis,
and building on the feedback from City staff,
stakeholders and the public, a series of objectives
have been identified to evaluate new public and
private-realm projects in Downtown Woodstock,
and ensure they achieve the Vision outlined
above. Collectively, these principles will guide the
successful renewal of Downtown.

A Uniquely Woodstock
Experience
Celebrate and enhance the unique character
and identity of Downtown Woodstock through the
ongoing investment in, and promotion of, cultural
and heritage elements.
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Vibrant Shops and Services
on Dundas Street

More People in the Downtown

Attract and maintain a diverse mix of
complimentary shops and services to create a
vibrant, walkable pedestrian experience on Dundas
Street, at all times of day, and throughout the year.

Sustain a critical mass of residents and visitors in
the Downtown by providing new housing and shortterm accommodations and ensuring activities and
programming that encourages repeat visits

Initial Engagement Summary (SWOT Analysis)
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Museum Square as the Heart
of Downtown

A Vibrant and Bustling
Nightlife

Redesign Museum Square to support a range of
formal and informal programming and commit to
making it the priority for City events.

Transition seamlessly from day to night by
providing a strong foundation of services
(restaurants, bars, music venues), as well as
regular evening activities and programming.
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Safety and Inclusivity for all

A Year-Round destination

Ensure that Downtown Woodstock is thoughtfully
designed and programmed to attract and welcome
users of all ages and abilities equally.

Maintain a consistent level of investment in the
Downtown throughout the year, ensuring that
shops and services, as well as activities and
programming, remain vibrant, interesting, and
accessible.

Initial Engagement Summary (SWOT Analysis)
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